Supplementary
. Effect of human and mouse query types on ChEA3 performance. a) Composite ROC curves generated from 5,000 bootstrapped curves demonstrating performance on the hsTFpertGEOupdn benchmarking dataset. b) Composite ROC curves generated from 5,000 bootstrapped curves demonstrating performance on the mmTFpertGEOupdn benchmarking dataset. c) Composite PR curves generated from 5,000 bootstrapped curves demonstrating performance on the hsTFpertGEOupdn benchmarking dataset. d) Composite PR curves generated from 5,000 bootstrapped curves demonstrating performance on the mmTFpertGEOupdn benchmarking dataset. e) The deviation of the cumulative distribution from uniform of the scaled rankings of each perturbed TF in the hsTFpertGEOupdn. Anderson Darling test of f) the deviation of the cumulative distribution from uniform of the scaled rankings of each perturbed TF in the mmTFpertGEOupdn.
Supplementary Figure 6.
Effect of human and mouse query types on ChEA3 performance. a) Mean AUROC and mean AUPR over 5,000 bootstrapped ROC and PR curves from the hsTFpertGEOupdn benchmarking dataset. b) Mean AUROC and mean AUPR over 5,000 bootstrapped ROC and PR curves from the mmTFpertGEOupdn benchmarking dataset. c) Mean AUROC compared to TF coverage from the hsTFpertGEOupdn benchmarking dataset. d) Mean AUROC compared to TF coverage from the mmTFpertGEOupdn benchmarking dataset. e) Mean AUPR compared to TF coverage from the hsTFpertGEOupdn benchmarking dataset. f) Mean AUPR compared to TF coverage from the mmTFpertGEOupdn benchmarking dataset. g) Percent of the 443 TFs perturbed in hsTFpertGEOupdn that were recovered in the top 1% of ranks. h) Percent of the 503 TFs perturbed in mmTFpertGEOupdn recovered in the top 1% of ranks. i) Percent of the subset of TF experiments in hsTFpertGEOupdn where the perturbed TF is covered by the library that were recovered in the top 1% of ranks. j) Percent of the subset of TF experiments in mmTFpertGEOupdn where the perturbed TF is covered by the library that were recovered in the top 1% of ranks. ; ARCHS4 p = 6.34 x 10 -7 ; ENCODE p =2.06 x 10 -6 ; Enrichr Queries p = 6.83 x 10 -7 ; GTEx p = 6.45 x 10 -7 ; Literature ChIP-seq p = 1.27 x 10 -6 ; ReMap p = 1.02 x 10 -6 .
